


depending on the state of the nuclear spin:ne1< ceB0…A/2 for nuclear
spin jYæand ne2< ceB01 A/2 for nuclear spinjXæ. In a single-atom
experiment, if we assume that the ESR measurement duration is much
shorter than the nuclear spin flip time, then we expect only one active
ESR frequency at any instant. Detecting ESR at the frequencyne1

therefore indicates that the nuclear spin is in statejYæ, whereas detec-
tion at ne2implies the nuclear spin isjXæ.

Having identified the two resonance frequencies through an ESR
experiment (see Fig. 1d and also ref. 10), we performed repeated mea-
surements of the nuclear spin state (Fig. 2a) by toggling the microwave
frequencynESRbetweenne1 and ne2, obtaining the electron-spin-up
fractionf" at each point (see Supplementary Information). If the quan-
tity Df" 5 f" (ne2) 2 f" (ne1) is positive, we assign the nuclear statejXæ,
and vice versa. A histogram ofDf" (Fig. 2d) shows two well-separated
Gaussian peaks, corresponding to the two possible nuclear orienta-
tions, with widths determined by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the
measurements (Supplementary Information). The nuclear spin read-
out error (Fig. 2e) is obtained by fitting the two peaks and integrating



each Gaussian beyond a discrimination thresholdDfth. At the optimal
value ofDfth 5 2 0.025, the SNR-limited readout error is 23 102 7.

We observe that the nuclear spin state remains unchanged for sev-
eral minutes before exhibiting a •quantum jump• to the opposite state2.
It is also evident (Fig. 2b) that the nuclear spin is predominantly
oriented in thejXæstate, which we attribute to an electron…nuclear
spin flip-flop process, in which the energy differenceE"Y2 E#X (that
is, between statesj" Yæand j#Xæ) is released to the phonon bath18,26.
BecauseE"Y2 E#X? kBT in our experiment, this process acts only in
the directionj" YæR j#Xæ(that is, only spontaneous emission of pho-
nons occurs), and it cannot be responsible for the observed nuclear
spin jumps fromjXæto jYæ. We have verified that thejXæR jYætrans-
ition originates from the readout process, where the donor undergoes
repeated ionization and neutralization events. These events result in a



nn05 cnB0. Figure 3b shows the magnetic-field dependence of the
three NMR frequencies, which agree with the expected values assum-
ing the bulk31P gyromagnetic ratiocn 5 17.23 MHz T2 1(ref. 23). Fur-
thermore, we extractg5 1.9987(6) (see Supplementary Information),
which is within about 0.01% of the bulk value for Si:P, whereas
the hyperfine splittingA 5 114.30(1) MHz is Stark shifted5 from the
bulk value of 117.53 MHz (ref. 24). The observation of a Stark shift of
A is important, as it has been proposed5 as a mechanism to address
individual 31P nuclear spin qubits while applying a global micro-
wave field.



We now analyse the fidelity of our solid-state qubit. Single-shot
nuclear spin readout can be performed with extremely high fidelity,
owing to the quantum non-demolition (QND)11 nature of the mea-
surement. The physical phenomena responsible for the observed
quantum jumps of the nuclear spin originate from the measurement
through the electron spin, and can be viewed as a deviation from QND
ideality (see Supplementary Information). For the nuclearjXæstate,
this results in a lifetime ofTX5 1,500(360) s (obtained from extended
data of the measurement in Fig. 2a). For the nuclearjYæstate, the cross-
relaxation process, which is caused by phonons modulating the hyper-
fine coupling, yieldsTY5 65(15) s (Fig. 2a). These lifetimes must be
contrasted with the nuclear-spin measurement timeTmeas, which has
been optimized here to maximize the nuclear-spin readout fidelity (see
Supplementary Information). Combining the optimal measurement
time (Tmeas5 104 ms) with the observed nuclear-spin lifetimes yields
the QND fidelities:FQND(jXæ) 5 exp(2 Tmeas/TX) 5 0.99993(2); and
FQND(jYæ) 5 exp(2 Tmeas/TY) 5 0.9984(4). We have therefore obtained
readout fidelities between 99.8% and 99.99%, the highest reported
so far for any solid-state qubit, and comparable with the fidelities
observed for qubits in vacuum-based ion-trap systems13
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